
•  1 bone-in fully cooked ham 
(about 5 1/2 pounds)

• 1 cup apple cider

• 1/2 cup dark brown sugar

• 1/3 cup bourbon (Kentucky)

• 1/4 cup honey

•  1/4 cup Dijon mustard

• 4 sprigs fresh thyme

Sweet Southern 
Slow cooKer ham

Ingredients

Try this slow cooker twist on a  
classic holiday feature.

DIreCtIOnS
Source: pork.org

1. Place the ham in a large slow cooker. In a medium 
bowl, whisk the cider with the brown sugar, bourbon, 
honey, and mustard. Slowly pour mixture over the ham. 
Scatter the thyme sprigs in the slow cooker.

2. Cook on LOW for 8 hours (or HIGH for 4 hours), or until 
very tender. Remove ham to rest on a cutting board. Pass 
the remaining cooking liquid through a fine mesh sieve 
into a saucepan. Simmer for 10 minutes or until slightly 
reduced. Cut the ham into chunks or slices. Brush the 
cut pieces with the cooking liquid before arranging on a 
platter. Serve warm or room temperature.



Ham typically refers to meat from the hind leg 
that has been either wet-cured or dry-cured 
and often is smoked.

All varieties of cured ham are either boneless 
or bone-in. Bone-in hams are traditionally 
considered more attractive and boneless 
are considered easier to serve because of 
simplified carving. Bone-in hams are available 
in a variety of shapes – whole or as a shank or 
butt half. Boneless hams also are available in a 
variety of sizes.

Most hams are fully cooked, as noted on the 
label. Cooked hams can be served cold or after 
warming in the oven. Uncooked hams should 
be heated to an internal temperature of 145° F, 
followed by a 3-minute rest time.

How Much to Prepare:
When serving a bone-in ham, plan on two to 
three servings per pound. Arrange the ham 
slices, separate from the bone, on a serving 
platter.

How to Cook a Ham:
Popular methods for cooking ham include 
roasting, slow-cooking, and grilling. The 
simplest way to cook your ham is in the oven. 
If your ham is fully cooked, it should take about 
10 minutes per pound in a 350°F oven. If your 
ham is partially cooked, plan on 20 minutes per 
pound when baking at 350°F.

To keep your ham moist and juicy when cooking, 
place the ham cut-side down inside a foil tent.

Don’t Forget the Leftovers:
Leftover ham is a delicious way to add instant 
flavor to lots of standby dishes. Be sure to 
refrigerate or freeze leftovers immediately 
after finishing your 
meal. Leftover 
prepared ham can 
be refrigerated for 
4-5 days or frozen 
for 1-2 months.

Holiday Ham Tips




